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Museum Diary

23.03.19 Annual General Meeting

Penfold Hall

10.30 am

06.04.19 Spring Coffee Morning

Penfold Hall

10.30 am -1200

200 Club

October Draw:

1st prize  = Maggie Wynne (£35)

2nd prize = Gillian Kille (£25)

3rd prize  =Jane Alvarez £15)

November  Draw:

1st prize  = Frances Woodward (£35)

2nd prize = Lesley Slater (£50)

3rd prize  =Heather Ward(£25)

Joke Time

from Joan Denwood

As you may recall Steyning Museum

linked with Steyning Library in the

school summer holidays for their

Summer Reading Challenge. The

subject was Mischief Makers, based on

the 80th birthday of the Beano comic. 

For our contribution in the museum we

had a display of pictures of Beano

characters, a table full of Beano comics,

small Beano booklets and Beano

Annuals, kindly lent by museum stewards

and friends. If you didn't see them, you

missed a treat as adults and children alike

had great fun reading them. (By the way,

the Beano is still going strong as a weekly

comic). We also set up a Beano related

trail around the museum for children to

follow and spot objects.

On our table we also had a Joke Box and

asked children to write out their favourite

joke and pop it in the box. We had a

number of entries from 5 - 13 year olds

and chose 4 prize winners and these

were their jokes:-

Why did the squirrel swim on its back? To

keep his nuts dry

What do you call two birds that stick

together? Vel-crows

What do toad's sit on? A toad stool

 

What is a snake's favourite topic?

Hissstory. 

 Well done and thank you to all those who

took part.
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Children's Activity morning with the

Library - Topic 'Space'  Tuesday 23rd

October

After much thought we set up a hunt

around the museum with the heading

'How our Ancestors used the Sky'. The

children had to spot the pictures put up

of the sun, moon, stars etc and talk

about the display they were on e.g. the

moon picture was by the Smugglers

window with the questions -Would the

smugglers like a bright moon? Who

might it help? 

On our table we had binoculars for the

children to use and an amazing

beautifully illustrated book about Tim

Peake's journey into space for them to

read. 

The children went to the library first to

do their activities and then came into

the Museum. We had 23 adults and

children through our museum door that

morning. Some of them were toddlers

and were too young for the task but

they enjoyed playing in our children's

corner. It was a very worthwhile

community link.

Thank you to all who came and to Erica

Gayler who helped me on the morning.

Armistice Lunch

from Maggie Hollands 

On November 10th 100 people came to

the Armistice Lunch we held at the

Penfold Hall in connection with the

Centenary Exhibition at the Steyning

Museum. Everyone seemed to enjoy

the homemade bread and soup. The

‘Trench Cake’ using the authentic

recipe which was used to make this

cake to send to the men in the trenches

during WW1 also seemed to be a

success. This was all served by the team

of waitresses creating a fantastic

atmosphere. Thank you to all who

attended and who support the Museum.

We made virtually £500 pounds for

Museum funds.

Centenary - Creating an Exhibition

from Andrew Woodfield

There are two factors that have aided the

Exhibition Team, in their work to prepare

Steynng Museum’s current exhibition: -  a

brilliant Museum archive and the

enthusiasm of the Museum volunteers,

friends and the residents of the town in

providing information and items to

display.

“Armistice” was originally planned

to be a small exhibition that was to

occupy the hallway.  It became clear

however, that the 100 year anniversary

deserved a larger and more diverse

exhibition.  Two important milestones

were also celebrating 100 years - the

foundation of the RAF and women

gaining the vote.  It was clear that one

large exhibition commemorating all three

events was called for.

A plea for relevant material in the

Museum newsletter gained a very good

response.  Many items that are not

contained in the Museum archive were

sjuitab le for display and a few were not.

Some of the offered material related to

World War Two and has been placed in

our exhibition preparation file. We have

already started collecting material for the

2020 exhibition that will commemorate

the 75th anniversary of VE and VJ Day. 
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The Armistice Ladies

Activities Morning
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We also gained some new oral history

that was incorporated into the text of the

exhibition.

Delegation was the key point of

preparation.  The core exhibition team

of five members was augmented by a

further five people, one of whom is not

an actual Museum volunteer.  All was

co-ordinated by myself.  Some days

were more chaotic than others!  The

working area within the Museum is

quite tight when there are several

demands on space.

However, by sheer determination

and team work, I think we have created

a moving and informative installation.

A request from Steyning Parish

Church for joint co-operation regarding

Armistice was received.  The two

military historians on the team had

already begun to research the men

named on the Church War Memorial. 

We were wanting to prepare a file giving

details of those men who did not return. 

This file which, in my opinion, is

beautifully presented, is now on show

and entitled”Sacrifice and Loss”.  It also

highlights the men from the other

communities that the Museum covers in

its catchment area.  From this research

we were able to offer the Church a

resume of every man named on the

WW1 Memorial in the Church.  This was

the text (in an edited form) read by the

two researchers at the very moving

service on 28th October.

The material that was gathered

from the research for “Votes for

Women” required determined editing to

fit the exhibition space available.  The

display board is quire small, but by

taking some of the material and placing 

it with “Women in WWI” (which out grew

the designated board and took over the

adjoining wall!) a solution was found. 

The tailor’s dummy with the Edwardian

ladies’ clothing has given that part of the

exhibition a real wow factor.  We are

fortunate that one of our team is really

skilled with fabric and presentation.

Also requiring a lot of editing, was

the RAF display.  We could have filled

the board twice over!  The use of the

model aircraft hopefully gives our

younger visitors an idea of how flight

developed within the RAF.  I was also

determined that there should also be an

image of an airship.  My colleagues at

the Toy Museum in Brighton were

brilliant in loaning (and delivering) the

WW1 model aircraft suspended from the

ceiling.  Believe it or not, the rifle

bayonet is also loaned via the Toy

Museum!

During now and May, we are

planning a refurbishment which I will

detail in the next newsletter.

I would like to thank the entire

team of ten for their hard work and also

all who contributed.   

Tony Ketteman (Editor)

Museum Tel: 01903 813333

email: contact@steyningmuseum.org.uk


